RISE Africa session streams:
Creative Expression & Urban Narratives

Cultural Aesthetics + Urbanization - how art, music, architecture, food, and language can drive Africa's inclusive urbanisation (1.5 hours)
Hosted by Surge Africa
25 May 2021 - 15:00-16:30
REGISTER

We are all Africans (WAAA) Podcast: The Power of Storytelling | Podcast We are all Africans (WAAA): Le pouvoir de la narration (1.5 hours)
Hosted by SUBTILE | Organisé par: SUBTILE
25 May 2021 - 17:00-18:30
REGISTER

A photographic dialogue: exploring urban metabolism and informality through the #HiddenFlows exhibition | Un dialogue photographique: explorer le métabolisme urbain et l’informalité à travers l’exposition #HiddenFlows (2 hours)
Hosted by ICLEI Africa | Organisé par: ICLEI Africa
27 May 2021 - 13:00-15:00
REGISTER